
Spouse Hunting 

 

 

 

 

Today we are thinking about protecting things. Below is a box you 
want to protect as much as you can. Draw some protection 
around it? (Walls? Guards? How will you protect it?)

Jacob has tricked Esau out of his blessing by fooling his blind 
father.


How does Esau feel about this?


How does his mum Rebekah help Jacob here? (Verse 41)

But that’s not all.


Who knew that Jacob would trick Esau?


Who knew that Esau would get angry and Jacob would have to 
leave?


Who knows everything that has happened and will happen?


God plans events so to bring his people to him.

Jacob has to flee to get away from Esau.


But that means that he is in the right place to marry the right 
person.


God used Esau’s anger and Isaac’s indifference to protect 
Jacob. Today we learnt that:
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Our craft this week reminds us of how Jacob tricked Esau, which you can read in Genesis 27. It’s a fun story so I think you’ll enjoy it if 
you give it a go.


You will need a straw or pencil or something like that.


Cut the rectangle containing Jacob and the goatskins out.


Colour them in.


Then stick the straw/pencil/whatever behind the picture of Jacob using sellotape so it comes out the bottom of his rectangle in the 
middle.


Fold the paper on the line and glue the edges together.


When you twist the straw at the right speed between your fingers the goat skins will appear on Jacobs arms.
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